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Abstract. Given a text, can we segment it into semantically coherent sections
in an automatic way? Can we detect the semantic boundaries, if we know how
many they are? Can we determine how many semantically distinct sections are in
the text? These are the questions we address in this paper. To respond, we use
the Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformer (BERT) to analyze the
text and evaluate a function that we call local incoherence, which we expect to show
maxima at the points where a semantic boundary is detected. Our results, although
preliminary, are encouraging and suggest that our approach can be successfully
applied. However, they are quite sensitive with respect to the text quality, as it
happens in the case in which the text is derived from an audio stream via Automatic
Speech Recognition techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Can a computer automatically split a text into semantically homogenous parts? The
answer to this question is necessary, for instance, to automatically build an index
for the text. When we search for information on paper, we know how to deal with
written resources: traditionally we can use indexes, tables of content, and we are
accustomed to visual hints like chapters, so that we can skim a book and detect its
portions. For electronic resources, we use tools such as search engines to retrieve
them, but when we obtain a document, to use it effectively we need to understand
its structure (especially if it is long). If it is a video, we do not have powerful search
tools.

We are presently witnessing a shift towards a society, where oral communication
acquires a significance stronger than ever in the recent past. More and more we
have audio and especially video resources (e.g., tutorials) which contain information
or explain things. These resources can be transcribed, but once we do that, we are
left with the problem of segmenting them into semantically homogenous parts if
we want to obtain an index, which is usable for instance for providing a navigation
tool for the resource. These are some of the reasons, why the question we pose is
relevant.

1.1 Motivation

Our actual motivation to embark in this research is related to on-line learning and
teaching. The recent COVID-19 pandemics has pushed towards distance education.
Tools like Zoom and Microsoft Meet have been heavily employed to provide an
instrument to continue providing instruction at all levels, from school to university,
even during the lock-down. This happened both in synchronous and asynchronous
mode. In synchronous mode, the video is used to mimic the usual lecture in class:
students and teacher are present at the same time in a virtual space, and they
can interact, even though in many case the traditional frontal lecture paradigm is
applied. In asynchronous mode, lectures are recorded by the teacher, and made
available for later use by the students. Very often, also synchronous lectures are
recorded and made available for students.

Even before the pandemics, some lecturers were recording their live lessons, and
provided them as videos to their pupils. As early as 2003, we demonstrated that
such video-lectures are highly valuable for students [1], at least in the academic
context, where often frontal lecturing is the only viable methodology, due to the
large audiences. Later we suggested that the availability of recorded video-lectures
can be used also to change the teaching paradigm [2].

In our view, the availability of video-lectures not only gives the obvious advan-
tage of enabling students, who for any reason cannot attend at the “live” lecture
to recover a lost lesson. What is most important, it provides the possibility of se-
lectively reviewing material: this is precious for better understanding some difficult
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passages, for revising the learning material before an exam, for checking notes and
for resolving discussions with peers.

Without a way of semantically annotating the video-lectures however, searching
for the relevant passages may however prove to be a daunting task. It is therefore
crucial to be able to provide ways, to effectively search through a single lecture or
through a collection of them. Many techniques can be employed to this end. For
instance, one could provide a lecture transcript where every word has an associated
temporal marker and allow performing text searches: thanks to the temporal marker
the result of the search would allow jumping to the video position, where the found
term is used.

A stronger and more efficient way to find relevant passages would be to provide
the possibility of performing semantic (rather than textual) search. A first step
in this direction can be obtained for instance by exploiting the slides used in the
lecture, at least in cases in which some presentation software such as e.g. Microsoft
PowerPoint is used. From an analysis of the video stream, one can identify the slide
changes, and from the slide titles one can obtain semantic information about the
portion of the video associated with that particular slide. Title slides which separate
sections in the lecture can provide even stronger indicators.

An explorable alternative is to use annotations provided by students, if the
system allows them to add personal notes to the video streams, as discussed e.g.
in [3].

Finally, another possible ingredient is starting from the lecture transcript to
try to detect homogeneous semantic sections and label them. The first step in this
direction is to find the boundaries between the semantic sections: this is what we
address in the present paper.

1.2 The Research Questions

As we said, we want to find out if it is possible to automatically partition a text into
subsections, which are semantically homogeneous. It is a task that may be not very
easy even for humans. Different persons may detect different context boundaries,
miss some of them, or locate their position in places that are different.

Our goal in the present work is to explore this problem, and to try to answer in
at least a tentative way.

More precisely, we can pose the following two research questions:

RQ1: If we know that a text contains K context breaks, can we automatically detect
them, or at least most of them?

RQ2: If we do not know how many context breaks are there, can we automatically
discover how many they are, and correctly locate them?

This problem is a variant of text segmentation, a technique often used in natural
language processing as first step towards e.g. text summarization, question answering
and document noise removal.
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In the rest of the paper, we will address these questions. In Section 2 we discuss
the related work, in Section 3 the technique we propose and the dataset we employ
for our test, in Section 4 we present our results, and finally in Section 5 we discuss
and conclude.

2 RELATED WORK

Splitting text into subtexts is a common practice in Natural Language Processing
and may serve vastly different goals. The very nature of the sought segments is also
quite heterogenous: one may isolate symbols, words, phrases, groups of phrases, or
higher-level structures like paragraphs, chapters or topics depending on what is the
actual objective.

The ultimate goals are diverse: question answering e.g. [4], movie subtitling [5],
extracting the introduction in podcast episodes [6], language identification [7], cross-
lingual plagiarism identification [8], sentiment analysis e.g. [9, 10], summarization
e.g. [11], clustering [12], story segmentation [13], topic partitioning [14, 15], image
retrieval by their captions [16].

The segmentation can be unsupervised, or supervised e.g. [17]. Unsupervised
methods are often based on heuristics, need extensive computational time and a huge
amount of memory and are difficult to generalize, so that they are unpractical for
real-world applications. Techniques used in unsupervised methods include, as indi-
cated by Badjatiya et al. [18], lexical cohesion, statistical modelling, affinity prop-
agation based clustering and topic modelling. Supervised methods employ decision
trees and probabilistic models. They are usually costly, due to the needed human
component.

Recently Pak and Teh [19] attempted to classify papers dealing with text seg-
mentation techniques examining about 60 studies. Most of them were concerned
with low level entities (characters, words, tags). 13% dealt with phrases or sen-
tences, and about one quarter of the total about higher level structures (text blocks,
topics, subtopics). The dominating languages are English and Chinese (with more
than 30% each), and no paper was dealing with Italian (which is one of the two
languages the present paper deals with, the second one being English). A work deal-
ing with Italian text segmentation, which like the present one is based on BERT, is
reported in [20].

3 TECHNIQUE

3.1 BERT

As a baseline for our work, we used Google’s recent groundbreaking tool: the deep
neural network architecture BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers). Transformers are a novel neural network architecture based on a self-
attention mechanism that is believed to be particularly well suited for language
understanding and language translation.
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Attention is a technique that attempts to mimic cognitive attention: it enhances
the “important parts” of the input data while fading out the rest. Importance is
given by the context, and its learning happens through minimization techniques.
The notion of attention was first introduced by Badhanu et al. [21] to solve the
problem of fixed-length context vector introduced in automated language translation
based on encoders and decoders. The notion of attention has been applied also to
the case of text segmentation (see e.g. Badjatiya et al. [18]).

Self-attention, also known as intra-attention, is a particular attention mechanism
in which different positions of a single sequence are related to each-other in order to
compute a representation of the sequence [22]. For example, in language translation,
the meaning of a polysemous word obviously depends on the context. In broad terms,
self-attention is a mechanism that allows discovering the true meaning by looking
at the environment around the word. Obviously, this is of paramount importance
in understanding queries formulated to a search engine.

BERT was created and made open source in 2018 by Devlin et al. [23] at Google.
Since 2019, Google is leveraging it in user searches. BERT is a deeply bidirectional
(someone says “non-directional”), unsupervised language representation. It is pre-
trained using a plain text corpus composed of billions of words, hence learning a deep
representation of natural language. An extra layer of domain specific training can
be added if desired. Even if not having been specifically designed for that, BERT
immediately achieved state-of-the-art performance on a number of natural language
understanding tasks [20], outperforming many systems with task-specific architec-
tures (neural or not neural, based on a sentence or paragraph embeddings), even
though we are presently not able to fully understand why [24, 25]. In particular,
BERT showed excellent performances on

• the GLUE benchmark [26], a collection of diverse natural language understand-
ing tasks;

• SQuAD (both 1.1 and 2.0) [27], a collection of question–answer pairs;

• SWAG (The Situations With Adversarial Generations) [28], sentence pair com-
pletion examples that evaluate grounded commonsense inference.

BERT is extremely appealing due to its flexibility, and also because it is open-
source and pretrained over a gigantic sample set. It can be used for sentiment
analysis, semantic role labeling, sentence classification. In our case, we were in-
terested in next sentence prediction, a task for which it is pretrained, and which
consists in evaluating the probability that, given two phrases, the second follows
the first. For instance, given the phrase “It is likely to rain”, the following phrase
“You’d better take an umbrella” makes sense, and hence it has a high probability to
occur, while the phrase “You’d better stop eating cheese” would be evaluated with
a rather low probability.
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3.2 The Datasets

When we started working on our research questions, we were not aware of a standard
dataset for this class of problems, and hence in first place we had to create one. There
have been other datasets used in literature for segmentation tasks, but they are not
standardized like it happens for other tasks, where challenges are defined.

For instance, Choi [29] used an artificial test corpus of 700 samples, each of
which was a concatenation of ten text segments obtained by randomly select news
document from the Brown corpus [30].

Badjatiya et al. [18] used three datasets. One was extracted from Wikipedia,
and contained 300 randomly selected documents, each having an average segment
size of 26. Another was composed of 227 chapters taken from medical books, for
a total of 1 136 sections. A third one contained 85 fiction books, and the segment
separation were the books’ chapters.

Moreover, we were interested in applying our algorithm to the Italian language.
Hence we defined our own datasets. They are small, since this work is preliminary.
The datasets we built, in Italian and English, are:

• 6 datasets (4 in Italian, 2 in English) aggregating text from Wikipedia articles.

• 3 datasets composed of text of different news taken from on-line newspapers, in
Italian.

• 2 datasets obtained from the transcription of video-lectures on Object Oriented
Programming in Italian

• 10 datasets obtained from the transcription of video-lectures on Big Data in
English.

The 4 Wikipedia datasets in Italian were composed in growing order of difficulty.
Only the main text part of the Wikipedia article was kept, skipping the sections
about related items, references etc.

The first sample contained 12 quite diverse arguments, as they were from very
different domains (medicine, cinema, astronomy, . . . ).

The second was a collection of articles all belonging from the same domain
(Sport), but dealing with different sports (soccer, volley, rugby, . . . )

The third was about different forms of government (monarchy, dictatorship,
theocracy, . . . )

Also the last sample was single-domain: it was a collection of Wikipedia pages
about different Italian literary authors (Ugo Foscolo, Alessandro Manzoni, Giosuè
Carducci, . . . ).

The three newspapers datasets contained the same 13 news, extracted from one
of the most popular Italian journals: “La Repubblica”. The news was about 8 topics:
politics, economics, soccer, cuisine, technology, medicine, science, crime. There was
however some overlap even between some pairs of articles on different topics, as for
example in some text economics overlapped with politics, and in other politics with
crime. The difference among the three sets was the article arrangement: in the first
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case they were disposed so as to maximize the difference between subsequent topics
(each segment was on a completely different topic than the next one), in the second
we tried to minimize that (similar topics were disposed in adjacent positions) and
the third one was an intermediate case, with a random arrangement.

The lecture transcriptions were from recorded video-lectures in Italian and in
English. They all were about Computer Science university courses.

The two ones in Italian were obtained from the same lecture about Object Orien-
ted Programming with JavaFX: one was the raw output of a standard Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) engine, the second one was manually produced by refining
and correcting such output. The text presented an extra difficulty, as the spoken
language was Italian, but most technical terms were in English.

The samples from video-lectures in English were from various lectures of a single
course about Big Data. The transcriptions were obtained by the ASR without
further processing or corrections.

3.3 The Algorithm

As we mentioned, our starting baseline is BERT. In particular, we use the pretrained
next sentence prediction. Given two arbitrary phrases, this gives an estimated prob-
ability p that, given two parameters, each one being a sentence, the second phrase
follows the first (p is obviously a number between 0 and 1: close to 0 if extremely
unlikely, 1 if virtually certain, i.e. the two phrases semantically correlate with each
other, and are likely to be in a sequence in natural language). This can be easily
achieved by using the transformer library [31].

One could hope in this way to find a semantic break in a text: by evaluating
p for all pair of phrases in a text, discontinuities would be revealed by low values
of p, hence allowing to break the text into semantically homogenous subsections.
Of course, such view is highly näıve. A single phrase is not enough to delimitate
a context, as it might be an incidental observation, or be a phrase that does not
carry a particular semantic context. To hope to identify semantic boundaries, one
has to extend the view to a further horizon.

We hence decided to work with larger blocks of text. We introduced multiple
phrase correlations, in the following way.

Let us consider two adjacent blocks, each of N sentences, and call them clus-
ters. On a semantic boundary, we expect that each of them has a high intracluster
coherence, while the inter-cluster coherence should be low.

By intracluster coherence, we mean that the elements within a block k should
give

Pintra =
2

N ∗ (N − 1)

∑
i∈set k

∑
j>i∈set k

Pij.

close to 1, where i and j are the indexes of the phrases in block k and Pij is the
probability that phrase j follows phrase i. For instance, in a three-sentences block,
we would evaluate Pij for the pairs (1, 2), (1, 3) and (2, 3). The factor in front of
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the sum is used to normalize the sum between 0 and 1. Of course, such definition is
tweaking the meaning of the next sentence predictor, as it implicitly assumes that
Pij will be rather high if the two sentences are semantically related, even if they are
not in a preceding-following relation.

Using the same tweaking of the concept, we define in a similar way the inter-
cluster coherence. In this case we sum all the Pij with i in the cluster k, and j in
cluster k + 1, for a total of N2 pairs, and adjust accordingly the normalization.

Pinter =
1

N2

∑
i∈set k

∑
j∈set k+1

Pij.

Finally, our indicator, which we call the local incoherence at point k, becomes
the intra-cluster coherences minus the inter-cluster coherence: Pintra − Pinter.

This means that if all the N + N phrases are perfectly coherent, our indicator
will be 0: maximum intra-coherence, but also maximum inter-coherence. The same
will happen when all the phrases are uncorrelated, with in this case all coherence
indicator close to zero. We hence expect local incoherence to peak when there are
context changes: before and after the context break we are in coherent regions (and
hence low values of local incoherence), but on the boundary we have high intra-
coherence and low inter-coherence, so that our indicator becomes close to 1. Such
expected behavior is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Example of the expected behavior of our indicator on a context boundary region

In principle the indicator could assume also negative values, and hence it is not
strictly speaking a probability: this would happen in the odd case in which the inter-
coherence is higher than the intra-coherence, a case which is rather odd and very
unlikely to happen. It would mean that within the each of the two clusters there is
very low correlation among the phrases, but that each phrase in the first block has
a high correlation with phrases in the second block. Although such situation could
be artificially created, at least up to a degree, it is extremely unlikely to “naturally”
occur.
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At this point, we perform the evaluation for every pair of adjacent blocks of
dimension N , obtaining a plot that shows the local incoherence throughout the
text, i.e. its value against the position where the local incoherence is evaluated.

The computational time needed to evaluate the local incoherence indicator grows
quadratically on N . We limited ourselves to values of N between 3 and 6.

The resulting chart shows the value of local incoherence versus the positions in
the text and suggests interesting results, but it is rather noisy, as shown in Figure 2,
so we decided to try to filter out the noise.

Figure 2. Example of result of the algorithm on a sample. Dots are the value of local
incoherence. Stars indicate the local incoherence maxima, i.e. the predicted context breaks.
The orange dots at the top indicate the actual position of the context changes.

To do that, we introduced a smoothing with a mobile average. This introduces
an extra parameter w (w being the width of the mobile window). Within a window
centered in position k, we evaluate the average of all the values between k − w/2
and k + w/2. The resulting value is assigned to the position k.

Smothed δk =
1

w

w−1∑
j=0

(Pintra − Pinter)k−w/2+j.

To be able to compute the mobile average, it is necessary to add a padding of
w/2 zeroes at the beginning and at the end of the sequence of Pintra −Pinter values.
Such procedure essentially smooths the noise and helps to identify the truly relevant
peaks.

Hence in our final plot we have on x the position where we calculate the value
(i.e. the position k in the text), and on y the value of δk, i.e. the average of the local
incoherence evaluated in the window of width w centered on x. An example of the
result is in Figure 3. It shows the local incoherence plot for a sample, using N = 3
and w = 7.

The blue line in Figure 3 connects adjacent points to give a guide for the eye.
The peaks indicate a maximum in the local incoherence, and hence show the pre-
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Figure 3. Example of result of the algorithm on a Wikipedia sample, using N = 3 and
w = 7, plotting the smoothed local incoherence versus the position in the text where
it is evaluated. The orange vertical lines indicate the position of the actual semantic
boundaries.

dicted context boundaries. The orange vertical lines show the actual context bound-
aries. As it can be seen, in this sample all the highest peaks correctly identify all
the context breaks. We will discuss the results in more detail in the next sec-
tion.

Our code was written in Python, using TensorFlow [32] for the machine learning
part and NumPy [33], Pandas [34] and Matplotlib [35] for data management. It was
executed in a Google Colab [36] virtual machine.

4 RESULTS

In Figure 3 we have shown the results obtained by our algorithm on the first
Wikipedia dataset. The 11 highest peaks in the graph of the local incoherence
coincide exactly with the semantic boundaries, shown by the orange vertical lines.
Hence the algorithm achieved its first goal: the 11 context boundaries were perfectly
identified.

This was the luckiest case: not always the results were so good, as we will now
see, but generally we do not go far from this quality level.

First of all, let us go back to our research questions.

RQ1: How can we correctly identify the semantic boundaries in a text, if we know
how many they are?

Our response is: if we look for K semantic boundaries, we pick the K highest
peaks in the local incoherence plot.

RQ2: How can we identify how many semantic boundaries are in a text, if we do
not know how many they are?
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Our tentative answer is: let us fix a threshold value for the local incoherence:
all peaks above the threshold are semantic boundaries, hence we just need to
count how many they are.

As the data table will later show, our algorithm works generally very well on
our dataset as far as RQ1 is concerned.

Unfortunately, instead, the answer to RQ2 depends on a parameter, the value
of which is crucial for responding. The problem can be understood by checking the
next example.

Even in an excellent case like the one we showed in Figure 3, not all peaks
detect context boundaries: only the highest ones do that. If we know how many
boundaries are there (as in RQ1, e.g. let us say N), the solution is simple: we
select the highest N . If instead, as in RQ2, N is unknown, which peaks we keep as
relevant, and which ones we drop? We need to define a threshold value, which we
will call H. We will hence consider relevant only the peaks above H. Figure 4 helps
understanding how critical the definition of such threshold is.

Figure 4. Exemplification of the problem of responding to RQ2. The horizontal lines
(green, blue and red) correspond to different choices of the H parameter (see text for
a more detailed explanation).

If we choose H = 0.43, as identified by the green line, the count number is
correct. Even a slight variation in the value of H however changes the result. By
increasing it by a tiny bit, the last peak would become irrelevant. The blue hori-
zontal line exemplifies a choice (H = 0.5) such that two peaks are lost (on the right
hand side).

On the other hand, by lowering H by a little with respect to the green line, the
first two peaks would not cross the line in the transition from the first to the second:
should then they be in considered as a single one? Although in the shown case one
would be tempted to answer “no”, what if we have a twin peak with a tiny valley
between them?
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The red horizontal line shows the case H = 0.34 in which two peaks (on the left
hand side) are “merged”, and three new peaks (indicated in the figure as “extra”)
are introduced.

The answer to RQ2 depends hence in a critical way on the choice of H, and we
could not to find a systematic way to identify it, so as to always have a satisfactory
answer.

After this qualitative discussion, let us now see the data details. All the results
we present were obtained with N = 3, which turned out to be sufficient to detect
the semantic boundaries. As we mentioned, increasing N lets the computation time
grow substantially. We experimented with larger values of N (up to N = 5) and
since the results did not substantially change, we then felt unnecessary to employ
larger values.

Table 1 presents the results for the Italian Wikipedia dataset. The average
number of sentences per topic is a little less than 40.

For RQ1, the correctly identified semantic boundaries are reported in the last
three columns, which differ in the value of the parameter w (width of the mobile
average window). On the datasets 1 and 3 the precision always is 100%, in the
dataset 4 it is between 87.5% and 100% depending on the value of w. In dataset 2
instead the precision drops to a value between 64% and 73%, depending on w. It
may be useful to recall the nature of dataset 3. It was about sports: the sport rules
were described, and similar terms (like e.g. “team” or “ball”) are present in most of
them. Hence it is probably not surprising that this was the only dataset among the
four for which we cannot claim full success on RQ1. However, even in this worst
case the correctly found semantic boundaries reach 73% with w = 3, while in all
other cases the percentage is above 90%.

Table 1. Results for the Wikipedia dataset (Italian language)

For RQ2, the number of predicted interruptions is generally higher than the
actual value.

The dependency on w stems from the fact that the smoothing given by a larger
window may hide features or introduce new ones. If we have two “true” peaks that
are close to each other, a large moving average window may merge them in an inter-
mediate position, hence hiding one of them and moving the position of the peak to
a slightly incorrect place. Since for RQ1 we count the K highest peaks, where K
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is the number of expected boundaries, a large value of w leads then to an incorrect
identification of the relevant peaks. Also RQ2 is affected, since the number of peaks
above the chosen threshold changes. This explains why by increasing w we get worse
results.

Let us pass to the datasets, which contains text extracted from digital newspa-
pers: as we already mentioned, the three dataset are compose by the same 13 news,
and differ in the order in which the news are presented. The first arrangement at-
tempts to maximize the semantic difference, avoiding putting news about the same
general topic adjacent to each other, the second does the opposite, the third is in
the middle, with a random positioning. Once again, the results for RQ1 are quite
good, even if they show a decay when w grows (as we have also seen in the Italian
Wikipedia dataset).

Also in this case, for RQ2, the number of predicted interruptions is generally
higher than the actual value, even if in a less dramatic way, than in the previous
table. Hence, we can claim that the results obtained in this case are coherent with
what we observed in the Wikipedia dataset.

Table 2. Results for the news dataset (Italian language)

We then applied our machinery to a different domain: lecture transcriptions.
This case differs in nature from the ones we have seen so far. In fact, in the above
discussed cases, the semantic boundaries are well defined, being created by an artifi-
cial juxtaposition of different texts. In the lectures case, there is an overall coherence
(the main topic being the lecture’s argument) and a discourse flow. The detection of
semantic boundaries is not so clearcut. To define them, we asked the teacher, whose
lecture was recorded, to go through the transcript and mark the boundaries. There
is a degree of arbitrariness in this: had we asked another person (e.g. a colleague or
a student), the boundaries might have have been identified in different ways or in
different locations.

The first lecture was a 1.5 hours university lecture in Italian about object ori-
ented programming. It contained several technical terms, many of them in English.
The spoken text was transcribed automatically, and we run our evaluation on it.
The results (dataset 8) are much worse than what we found in the previous cases:
the correctly found boundaries are only about 54%.

Examining the transcripts, we noticed that there were many transcription errors.
As we mentioned, the text was very technical and contained English words embedded
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Table 3. Results for the transcribed lecture (Italian language)

in Italian phrases. Moreover, the ASR had not been trained on the specific domain:
it was hence not surprising that the transcripts were far from being perfect. Not
only several terms were simply wrong (especially the interpretation of the English
words intermixed in the Italian speech, but not only), but also some transcribed
phrases made no sense at all.

We decided therefore to repeat the experiment after cleaning up the text. We
manually corrected it, eliminating all the transcription errors. The number of sen-
tences varies because the ASR defined sentence breaks also in places, where the
manual correction removed the breaks.

The corrected transcript is our dataset 9. As it can be seen in Table 3, there is
a clear improvement. The percentage of correctly identified boundaries jumps from
54% to 69%, coming close to what we obtained in the most difficult Wikipedia sam-
ple. However, we have to observe that about half of the semantic chunks were quite
small: the last part of the lecture contained many quite short semantic segments,
often only a few sentences long. It was in fact about short examples of different
technical topics. The decay with w for RQ1, which is much stronger than that of
the previous tables, probably stems from this fact.

We then used another dataset, using ASR transcriptions of other lectures on
Big Data in English. In this case we had no corrections of the ASR output. Table 4
reports the results.

Table 4. Results for the transcribed lecture (English language)
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Results were rather bad, in some cases even worse than those on Dataset 8. We
were wondering, if this failure was due to the fact that we used the same trained
network to deal with a different natural language (English instead of Italian). To
check this hypothesis, we decided to repeat the test on an English text derived from
Wikipedia, which we produced for this goal in a way similar to that we used for the
Italian Wikipedia samples.

In this case results, reported in Table 5, were again positive: RQ1 has a 100%
precision with w = 3, and decreases a bit by enlarging the moving window.

Table 5. Results for Wikipedia (English language)

This result indicates that the problem is not the language, but rather the quality
of text. Raw ASR, with spurious words and some meaningless sentence destroys the
ability of the algorithm to detect the semantic boundaries. Unfortunately, manual
correction of the ASR transcripts is very time consuming, so we were not able to
correct the several hours of lectures on Big Data.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our work is preliminary in many senses. In the first place, the dataset we used is
limited in the number of samples we used, and it is not standardized. However,
we believe it is enough to hint that the technique we suggest can be effective and
useful.

As we mentioned, the datasets we worked with were built on purpose, because
there is not a standardized dataset in this domain, and because we wanted to work
with the Italian language. Our datasets are limited in size, and certainly a more
extensive work is needed to consolidate our results.

Also, our algorithm’s inner working depends on three parameters: the size N
of the chunks of text we compare to find semantic boundaries, the width w of the
smoothing window and the threshold H used to determine how many boundaries
are there.

RQ1 (identifying the position of the context boundaries if their number is known)
depends only on the first two parameters, and we found that the relatively small
values N = 3 and w = 3 were enough to obtain good results. In the presentation
of our results, we already discussed the dependency on these two parameters. We
claimed that a relatively small value of N , such as 3, is already enough: by making
it bigger, computational time increases quadratically, while the obtained results are
not improved. About the second parameter w, we argued that a certain amount of
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smoothing of the data produced by the algorithm is useful to filter the noise, but if
the width of the window grows too much, some relevant features are lost, and some
spurious ones may be introduced. The dependency on w is however not so dramatic
to fully invalidate the results. The value w = 3 turned out to be optimal in our
experiments.

This is confirmed also by the results of dataset 9 (corrected transcript of the
Italian lecture), which suggests that short contexts are not detected. This is quite
reasonable: if we sum the size N of the block and the width w of the window over
which the local incoherence is averaged, we get a sort of minimum detectable block
dimension. In our computation, such minimum block dimension was between 6
and 10, depending on the value of w (since we always had N = 3). Therefore, too
short contexts were essentially invisible to our algorithm, and, as we mentioned, the
last part of dataset 9 was characterized by rather short semantic segments, which
might be one of the reasons why that sample was less successful than other ones.

RQ2 (identifying the number of the context boundaries) seems to be much more
critical. In our approach, the answer to it depends on the third parameter, i.e.
a threshold H above which we consider the peak in the local incoherence function to
be significant. We were not able to find an optimal value for this parameter so that
it could respond correctly to RQ2 by itself: we did not discuss in detail the attempts
we made to optimize the threshold, since they were not convincingly successful and
risked becoming an ad-hoc overfitting.

Does this limit the usefulness of our algorithm? If we think of a plausible usage
scenario, the algorithm could be used to suggest places where semantic boundaries
are likely to be, rather than a deterministic way to detect them. Considered as such,
some overshooting in the response to RQ2, i.e. the inclusion of a certain number of
false positives, is acceptable, as long as a subset of the identified locations actually
detects true semantic boundaries. For instance, the indications provided by the
proposed algorithm on a video transcript could be used to help detecting locations
which are candidate for being a semantic boundary. These indications could be
enriched by other heuristic signals such as e.g. frame changes, and a final decision
could be (automatically) taken by considering all the information provided by the
collective heuristics. Alternatively, these indications could be passed as they are to
the final users (“user in the loop” technique). By observing the users behaviors (e.g.
via learning analytics), or by using social techniques (such as occasionally asking
users to declare if the obtained suggestion was good) one could then collect evidence
helpful to classify the indications as true or false positives, refining in such a way
the results.

The final point is the dependency of our results on the quality of the transcripts.
We detected a relevant difference between a raw ASR transcription, and its manually
corrected version. This fact should not be too surprising, thinking that a word
representation in BERT depends on the context, in which the word is present (see
e.g. [24]). Hence a (relatively) bad transcription can have dramatic effects on the
obtained results. Therefore, if the source of the text is an audio, it is of paramount
importance to have a good ASR transcriber. On the other hand, the same happens
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with humans: communication over a noisy phone connection remains intelligible if
the information destroyed (or hidden) by the noise is little, and also depends on
the importance of the missing pieces. Luckily the quality of ASR transcripts is
increasing, and it is higher if the ASR is suitably trained on the specific domain:
an operation that we did not perform.

In summary, we believe that, in spite of the limitations, we discussed its pre-
liminary nature and this work suggests a promising road to tackle the problem of
detecting semantic boundaries within a text.
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